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Abstra t
In re ent years, it is be oming in reasingly diÆ ult to ignore the impa t Web
robots have on both ommer ial and resear h institutional Web sites. In parti ular,
e- ommer e retailers are on erned about the unauthorized deployment of robots for
gathering business intelligen e at their Web sites. Web robots also tend to onsume
onsiderable network bandwidth at the expense of other users. Sessions due to Web
robots are making it more diÆ ult to perform li kstream analysis e e tively on the
Web data. Thus, it is ru ial to identify visits by Web robots and distinguish them
from other a esses. Conventional te hniques for dete ting Web robot sessions are
often based on the User Agent and IP Address of lients. These te hniques are not
suÆ ient for dete ting previously unidenti ed robots. In this paper, we propose a
solution to this problem by dete ting Web robots based on the hara teristi s of
their a ess patterns. Our experimental results showed that highly a urate robot
lassi ation models an be obtained using these a ess features. We have used our
models to isolate mislabeled sessions and found that most of the mislabeling are due
to amou aging and previously unidenti ed robots.

1 Introdu tion
Web robots are software programs or agents that automati ally traverse the hyperlink
stru ture of the World Wide Web in order to lo ate and retrieve information from the
Internet. The emergen e of the World Wide Web as an information dissemination medium,
 This
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along with the availability of many Web robot authoring tools have resulted in the rapid
proliferation of Web robots unleashed on the Internet today. These robots are sent out to
s our the Web for various purposes. For instan e, they an be used to olle t statisti s
about the stru ture of the World Wide Web [10℄. Internet sear h engines su h as Google [9℄
and Altavista [1℄ rely on the do uments retrieved by Web robots to build their index
databases. Web administrators employ Web robots to perform site maintenan e tasks
su h as mirroring and he king for broken hyperlinks. Web robots are also used to olle t
email addresses and online resumes, monitor produ t pri es and orporate news, et . The
widespread deployment of robots has made it important to understand the impa t of Web
robot visits to any given Web site.
There are many situations in whi h it is desirable to identify visits by Web robots and
distinguish them from other users. Firstly, e- ommer e retailers are parti ularly on erned
about unauthorized deployment of Web robots, whi h are used for gathering business
intelligen e at their sites. In su h a situation, the e- ommer e site may want to stop
responding to HTTP requests oming from the unauthorized robot. For example, eBay
led a lawsuit against an au tion aggregator site last year for using unauthorized shopbots
to retrieve au tion information from their Web site.1
Se ondly, many of the e- ommer e Web sites perform Web traÆ analysis in order to
infer the demographi and browsing behavior of their site visitors. Unfortunately, su h
analysis an be severely distorted by the presen e of Web robots. For example, Figure
1 shows the total number of sessions and HTML pages requested at the University of
Minnesota Computer S ien e department Web site between the period of January 1, 2001
and January 31, 2001. On average, about 5% of the total sessions are due to visits by Web
robots. However, Web robot sessions may a ount for as many as 85% of the total number
of HTML pages requested. If these robot sessions are not identi ed and eliminated, an
analyst may end up making the wrong inferen es about his/her site visitors.
Thirdly, the deployment of Web robots usually omes at the expense of other users
be ause they often onsume onsiderable network and server resour es. Poorly-designed
robots may tie up these resour es and overload the Web server. In this situation, it will be
desirable to dete t the disruptive robots and redu e their priority of servi e immediately.
Fourthly, Web robot a esses ould be indi ative of fraudulent behavior. For example,
1 An

au tion aggregator ombines information from various on-line au tion sites and list the integrated
results at their own Web site. As a result, onsumers using an aggregator site an buy produ ts from
sellers who posted their au tions at another au tion site without ever visiting the au tion site. This is of
great on ern to many au tion site operators be ause onsumers and sellers may stop visiting their Web
site and use the servi es of aggregator sites instead.
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Figure 1: Total number of sessions and HTML requests due to robot sessions ( ompare to the
overall number of sessions and HTML requests). The anomaly on day 30 is due to sessions by a
site mapping robot alled linbot.

there are many li k-through payment programs established on the Web, in whi h an
advertiser (i.e. the target site) would reward the referring Web site for every visitor who
rea h the target site by li king on the referrer's advertisement banner. Su h a payment
s heme an be easily abused by uns rupulous referrer site owners who use Web robots to
in ate the li kthrough rate. Thus, dete tion of Web robot sessions is absolutely ne essary
to prote t the target site owner from su h malpra ti e.
Even though Web robot dete tion is a widely re ognized problem, there are very few
published papers in this area. A standard way to identify robots is by examining the lient's
identity in the HTTP request messages sent to a Web server [30, 24℄. By omparing the
IP Address and User Agent elds of the request messages against those of known robots2 ,
a esses by many of the well-known robots an be dete ted. Unfortunately, sin e Web
robots an be easily onstru ted and deployed, it has be ome almost impossible to keep a
omprehensive database of all robots. This problem is exa erbated by robots that attempt
to disguise their identities by de laring their User Agents to be similar to onventional Web
browsers su h as Nets ape or Mi rosoft Internet Explorer (e.g. the last entry in Table 1).
Thus, standard te hniques may fail to dete t the presen e of su h robots.
2 Currently,

there are various Web robot repositories available on the Internet. These repositories
maintain a list of User Agents and/or IP addresses of known robots. The most popular one is the Web
Robots Database at http://info.web rawler. om/mak/proje ts/robots/a tive/.
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Table 1: List of IP Addresses and User Agents for several Web lients.
Client's Type
Browser (Nets ape)
Browser (Mi rosoft IE)
Browser (Opera)
Sear h Engine
Email Harvester
Oine Browser
Link Che ker
Sear h Engine
(looksmart. om)

IP Address
160.94.178.152
160.94.178.205
160.94.103.248
64.208.37.53
4.41.77.204
24.43.172.37
204.94.209.1
207.138.42.10

User Agent
Mozilla/4.7 [en℄ (X11; I; Linux 2.2.14-5.0 i686)
Mozilla/4.0 ( ompatible; MSIE 5.01; Windows NT)
Opera/5.01 (Windows NT & Opera 5.0; U) [en℄
Googlebot/2.1 (+http://www.googlebot. om/bot.html)
EmailSiphon
Teleport Pro/1.29
LinkS an/6.1b Unix http://www.elsop. om/
Mozilla/4.5 [en℄ (Win95; I)

In this paper, we o er a potential solution by dete ting Web robots a ording to their
navigational behavior. Our main assumption is that Web robots traversing a Web site
with the same information need will exhibit similar a ess behavior, regardless of the
identities they present to the Web server. Our goal is to build lassi ation models that
will distinguish robot from non-robot sessions. Sin e a Web lient's behavior is dynami
in nature, our lassi ation models must be able to apture the temporal hanges of the
navigational patterns.
The main ontributions of the paper are as follows:
1. We present an analysis of the navigational behavior for various types of Web robots
and show empiri ally that su h behavior depends on their navigational goals.
2. We propose a robust session identi ation te hnique to prepro ess the Web server
logs. This te hnique an identify sessions having multiple IP addresses (e.g. a esses
by AOL users).
3. We show that highly a urate robot lassi ation models an be indu ed using the
navigational features of Web lients.
4. We present a te hnique for identifying mislabeled training and validation samples.
This te hnique an be used to dete t both amou aging and previously unknown
Web robots.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Se tion 2, we present an overview of the
Web robot dete tion problem and dis uss some of the te hniques used to solve the problem.
Se tion 3 des ribes the prepro essing steps needed to onvert the raw li k-stream data
4

Table 2: Some of the ommon Web Robots and their typi al hara teristi s.
Client's Type
Sear h Engine
Robots
Oine
Browser
Email
Colle tor
Link Che ker

Examples
T-Rex[18℄,
S ooter[1℄
Teleport Pro[25℄,
Oine Explorer[19℄
EmailDigger[7℄,
Extra tor Pro[8℄
LinkS an[17℄,
Xenu's Link Sleuth[28℄

Navigational Goals
maximize overage of
a Web site
download entire or portion
of Web site to lo al disk
maximize overage of
home pages
he k for broken links

Chara teristi s
Breadth rst sear h,
Unassigned referrer
varied behavior
unassigned referrer,
ignore image les
use HEAD request method,
unassigned referrer

into server sessions. A dis ussion about how to derive the session features and lass label
is also presented. This is followed by our experimental results in Se t. 4. Finally, Se tion 5
on ludes with suggestions for future work.

2 Web Robot Dete tion: Overview
2.1 Chara teristi s of Web Robots
Before presenting the various te hniques for Web robot dete tion, it is important to know
what are the di erent types of Web robots that are available today (Table 2). This is
be ause ea h type of robot may exhibit di erent hara teristi s based on the goal of their
navigation. Knowing the navigational goals of these robots an help us to identify the set
of relevant features for predi ting robot sessions.
Ei hman [6℄ divides Web robots into two distin t ategories: (1) agents that are designed
to a omplish a spe i task (su h as browsing assistants and hyperlink he kers), and (2)
agents that are used to build information bases (su h as email olle tors and sear h engine
robots).
The goal of an Internet sear h engine is to index the Web pages of all the Web sites.
Sear h engine robots are deployed with the goal of maximizing their overage of a parti ular Web site. As a result, they tend to use a breadth- rst Web-retrieval strategy or
parallel retrieval in order to speed up their operations. Most HTTP requests oming from
popular sear h engine robots do not assign any values to their referrer elds. The referrer eld is provided by the HTTP proto ol to allow a Web lient (parti ularly, a Web
browser) to spe ify the address of the Web page that ontains the link the lient followed
in order to rea h the urrent requested page. For example, a user, who wants to a ess
5

the page http://www.xyz. om/A.html by li king on a link found at http://www.xyz. om,
auses the Web browser to generate an HTTP request with the referrer value equals to
http://www.xyz. om. Most sear h engine robots do not are about assigning a value to
their referrer elds. As a result, the referrer elds due to these robot a esses appear as
\-" in the Web server logs.
Link he kers [28, 17℄ are utility programs that are designed to assist Web site administrators in he king for broken hyperlinks and missing pages. Many link he kers would
send a spe ial type of HTTP request message ( alled a HEAD request type) to determine
the validity of a hyperlink. A Web server responds to a HEAD request by sending an
HTTP response header, whi h ontains a status ode indi ating whether the request has
su eeded or failed. The response to a HEAD request message does not involve a transfer of
the requested le, unlike the typi al GET request message from Web browsers. Note that
Web browsers an also send HEAD request messages to validate the re en y of a a hed
HTML page.
Web robots are also designed for various other reasons. For example, email olle tors
[8, 7℄ are robots that automati ally olle t email addresses posted on the Web. These robots
tend to retrieve HTML pages only, and ignore image and other le formats. Oine browsers
are either stand-alone browsers or add-on utilities that allow a Web user to download an
entire Web site (or portion of it) to a lo al dire tory for oine viewing [27, 25℄. The
hara teristi s of these robots vary, depending on their navigational goals. For instan e,
oine browsers that download an entire Web site behaves similarly to sear h engine robots,
while those that download a small portion of the Web site (for pre- a hing purposes)
resemble the hara teristi s of human users.
Table 2 summarizes the hara teristi s and navigational goals of several types of Web
robots. Other types of Web robots in lude personal browsing assistants [2, 16℄, shopbots
[11, 3℄, resume hunters and other spe ial-purposed software agents.

2.2 Common Robot Dete tion Te hniques
In this se tion, we will present some of the ommon te hniques used to identify Web robot
sessions:
1. By examining sessions that a ess a spe ially-formatted le alled robots.txt
The Robot Ex lusion Standard [13, 22℄ was proposed to allow Web administrators
to spe ify whi h part of their site is o -limits to visiting robots, by using a spe iallyformatted le alled robots.txt. A ording to this Standard, whenever a robot visits a Web site, say at http://www.xyz. om/, it should rst look for a le alled
6

http://www.xyz. om/robots.txt. This le ontains a list of a ess restri tions spe ied by the administrator. For example, the following entry in robots.txt forbids all
robots from a essing the le http://www.xyz. om/private.html.
User-agent: *
Disallow: /private.html

Hen e, Web robot visits an be inferred from sessions that a ess the robots.txt le.
This is a reasonably good heuristi be ause most Web sites do not provide a hyperlink
from any of its other pages to this le. Therefore, normal users are seldom aware of
the existen e of this le. However, one an not rely solely on this riteria be ause
omplian e to the Robot Ex lusion standard is voluntary, and many robots do not
follow this standard.
2. By examining the User Agent eld of HTTP request messages from Web

lients

It is ommonly agreed that poor implementation of Web robots an lead to serious
network and server overload problems. Thus, a proto ol is needed to provide guidan e to appropriate robot behavior. Ei hman [6℄ and Koster [14, 12℄ have proposed
several ethi al guidelines for Web robot developers. The purpose of these guidelines
is to ensure that both the Web robot and Web server an ooperate with ea h other
in a way that will be bene iary for both parties. Under these guidelines, a ooperative robot should de lare its identity to a Web server via its User Agent eld. For
instan e, the User Agent eld for many of the well-known browsers often ontain the
string \Mozilla". Figure 2 illustrates su h an example where an Internet Explorer
browser, identi ed by its user agent Mozilla/4.0 ( ompatible; MSIE 5.01), was used
to request for the HTML page, http://www.xyz. om/A.html. In pra ti e, there are
many ex eptions to this rule. Some robots (and browsers) would use multiple User
Agent elds within the same session. For example, an oine browser alled Teleport Pro has an empty User Agent eld when a essing the robots.txt le, but uses
\Teleport Pro" when downloading other do uments. Even standard Web browsers
may issue requests with multiple User Agents. For instan e, when plugins are used
by the Mi rosoft Internet Explorer browser to download ertain types of do uments,
su h as PDF les, an additional HTTP request is generated with a User Agent eld
alled \ ontype"; produ ing the following entries in the Web log:
203.94.250.186 - - [01/Jan/2001:15:18:04 -0600℄ "GET /grad-info/finapp.pdf
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Browser

HTTP Request Header
GET /A.html HTTP/1.1
Host: www.xyz.com
Referer: /
Accept: image/gif, */*
Accept-Language: en-us
Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate
User-Agent: Mozilla/4.0
(compatible; MSIE 5.01;
Windows NT)
Connection: Keep-Alive

HTTP Response
Header
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Date: Mon, 26 Jan 2001
20:54:26 GMT
Server: Apache/1.3.6 (Unix)
Last-Modified: Fri, 14 Dec 2000
11:01:23 GMT
ETag: "1e5cd-964-381e1bd6"
Accept-Ranges: bytes
Content-length: 327
Connection: close
Content-type: text/html

Web Server

Figure 2: HTTP request and response header messages.
HTTP/1.1" 200 3993 "http://www. s.umn.edu/grad-info/" "Mozilla/4.0 ( ompatible;
MSIE 5.01; Windows 98; bplnet-100)"
203.94.250.186 - - [01/Jan/2001:15:18:08 -0600℄ "GET /grad-info/finapp.pdf
HTTP/1.1" 200 3993 "-" " ontype"

The problem be omes more ompli ated when robot designers attempt to disguise
their identities by using the same User Agent information as standard browsers.
In su h a situation, dete ting Web robots using the User Agent eld is a hopeless
solution. Similarly, the presen e of anonymizer Web sites an disguise the appearan e
of Web users by hanging the User Agent eld of a browser to robot-like values su h
as \SilentSurf" 3 and \Turing Ma hine" 4 .
3. By mat hing the IP address of sessions with those of known robot lients
Various Web sites have begun to ompile a list of IP addresses (and User Agents) for
known Web robots. However, su h a list is often in omplete be ause it is infeasible
to obtain a omprehensive listing of all robots. Furthermore, the same IP Address
an be used by both humans, to browse the Web, and robots, to automati ally
download some les. This approa h also fails to dete t amou aging and previously
unknown robots. Alternatively, one an examine only the top visiting IP addresses
of lients and verify the origin of ea h lient. Unfortunately, this te hnique often
dis overs only robots that are already well-known. Some robots use multiple IP
3 Anonymizer

4 Anonymizer

Web site at http://www.noproxy. om.
Web site at http://www.free.anonymizer. om.
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addresses to parallelize their Web do ument retrieval. This ompli ates both the
session identi ation and robot dete tion problem. For example, a robot may a ess
the robots.txt le using one of its available IP addresses and fet hes other do uments
using the rest of the IP addresses. If a esses by these IP addresses are not identi ed
to be the same session, one an potentially lose information about the a tual traversal
path of the robot.
4. By examining sessions with an unusually large number of HEAD requests

or HTTP requests with unassigned referrer elds

The guidelines for Web robot designers suggest that ethi al robots should help to
redu e the burden on Web servers by using a low retrieval rate and the HEAD
request method, whenever possible, or by operating only when the server is lightly
loaded (e.g. at night). Therefore, one an examine sessions with a large number
HEAD requests to dis over potential robots. Another reasonable heuristi is to look
for sessions having large number of requests with unassigned referrer elds. Most
robots (ex ept for oine browsers and some utility programs su h as Wget) do not
assign any value to this eld in their HTTP request messages. Nevertheless, these two
heuristi s are not entirely reliable be ause Web browsers an sometimes generate both
HEAD request types (to he k the validity of a a hed page) and HTTP messages
with unassigned referrer values (e.g. when a user li ks on a bookmarked page or
type in a new URL in the address window).

2.3 Proposed Robot Dete tion Te hnique
The previous dis ussion suggests that a more robust te hnique is needed to identify visits
by amou aging or previously unknown Web robots. In this paper, we propose to build
a lassi ation model to identify robot sessions. This work is based on the assumption
that the navigational behavior of Web robots is distin t from the navigational behavior of
human users. In this paper, the navigational behavior of a Web lient is hara terized in
terms of what are the di erent types of pages being requested, how long is the session or
time between requests, what is the overage of the Web site, et .
Figure 3 shows a graphi al omparison of the hara teristi s for several known robots
in ontrast to those of human users. The width and depth parameters are used to infer
the sear h strategy employed by the Web lient. For instan e, sear h engine robots tend
to have large traversal width and shallow depth, indi ative of a breadth- rst behavior.
Dis ussion about how the width and depth parameters are omputed will be given in the
next se tion. Note the agreement between the observed hara teristi s of robots and their
9
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Figure 3: Comparison of navigational patterns for serveral known Web lients: (1) A group of

users from Computer S ien e department at University of Minnesota (2) Sear h engine robots (3)
Oine browsers (4) Link he kers (5) Email olle tors. Note that the width and depth parameters
are plotted on a logarithmi s ale.

navigational goals as spe i ed in Table 2. For example, most of the sear h engine robots,
link he kers and email olle tors do not assign any values to their referrer elds. Oine
browsers have very similar hara teristi s as human users, in terms of the rate of HEAD
requests and unassigned referrer elds. Nevertheless, it is possible to distinguish the two
lients based on the width and depth of their a ess patterns.
The results of Figure 3 show that di erent Web lients olle tively exhibit di erent
a ess hara teristi s, depending on their navigational goals. This suggests that it ould
be possible to onstru t reasonably a urate lassi ation models to dete t the presen e
of Web robots based on their navigational features. This is exa tly the approa h taken in
this paper.

3 Methodology
3.1 Data Sour e and Prepro essing
Web server logs are the data sour e used in our experiments. A typi al Web log entry
ontains information su h as the IP address of the lient, the date and time a request is
made, the request method and proto ol used, the URI of the requested page, the status
ode of the response message, the size of the do ument transferred, the referrer page and
its User Agent information.
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During prepro essing, the log entries are grouped into server sessions using a variation
of the session identi ation heuristi proposed in [4℄. Unlike [4℄, our approa h is apable of
identifying sessions having multiple IP Addresses or User Agents. The session identi ation
te hnique will be des ribed in the Appendix.

3.2 Feature Ve tor Constru tion
On e the server sessions are reated, the next step is to onstru t a feature ve tor to
represent ea h session. Table 3 presents a summary of attributes that an be derived from
the server sessions. Ea h session an be broken up into several episodes. In our analysis,
the events of interest within a session are the requests for HTML pages. Thus, ea h
episode is asso iated with a tuple, (pi ; pj ), where pi and pj are the requested and referred
HTML pages5 . The omputation of temporal attributes su h as totalTime, AvgTime and
stdevTime is illustrated in Fig. 4. The totalTime attribute is approximated by the interval
between the rst and last log entry of the session. On the other hand, avgTime and
stdevTime is omputed using the intervals between su essive episodes in the session.
The width and depth attributes are omputed by onstru ting a graph representing
all episodes within a session. For example, if a session ontains the following episodes,
f (/A,-), (/A/B,/A), (/A/B/C,/A/B)g, then its width will be 1 and its depth will be 3.
Basi ally, the width attribute measures the number of leaf nodes generated in the graph
while the depth attribute measures the maximum depth of the tree(s) within the graph.
Therefore, a session that ontains requests for f(/A,-) (/A/B,/A), (/C,-) (/D,-) g will have
a width of 3 and a depth of 2. Sessions without HTML requests, denoted as f(-,-)g, are
assumed to have depth and width equal to 1.
M ultiI P and M ultiAgent are binary
ags to indi ate whether a session ontains log
entries with multiple IP addresses and User Agents. Attributes 2 to 10 orrespond to the
various types of les requested, whereas attributes 17 to 20 measure the various request
methods used during a parti ular session. The N ight attribute is used to determine if the
session made at least one request between 12am and 7am (lo al server time). The Repeated
attribute omputes the per entage of non-unique page requests within a session. For instan e, if the total number of pages requested in a session is 10 and the total number of
unique pages is 4, then the Repeated value is (10 4)=10 = 0:6. The E rror attribute omputes the rate of unsu essful requests made within the session. The rest of the attributes
5 Note

that our de nition of an episode is di erent from the terminology adopted by the W3C ommittee.
Also, a session that do not ontain any HTML requests will have a single episode, ( ; ), asso iated with
its last log entry.
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[Request URI, Referrer URI]

Client

Server
[A.html, -]
t1

[C.gif, A.html]

Episode 1
(HTML request 1)

[B.gif, A.html]
t2
t3

Time
[D.html, A.html]
t4

Episode 2
(HTML request 2)

[E.gif, D.html]
t5

HTTP request
HTTP response

Figure 4: This session ontains two episodes. t1, t2, t3, t4 and t5 are the timestamps re orded
in the server logs. The approximated total time of the session is t5
the two episodes is t4 t1.

1 while the period between

t

are self-explanatory.

3.3 Session Labeling
The assignment of lass label to a session is based on the following heuristi s:
1. If a session ontains a request for the robots.txt le, then the session is identi ed as
a robot session (denoted by Class = 1).
2. If the agent eld of a session orresponds to the agent of a known or suspe ted Web
robot, then it will be assigned the value Class = 1. In our work, we have divided
the User Agents into 4 distin t ategories: Type 1 (known robots), Type 2 (known
browsers), Type 3 (possible robots) and Type 4 (possible browsers or plugins used to
retrieve les of spe i formats). The partitioning of User Agents a ording to their
ategories is done semi-automati ally. We manually verify the identity of some of
the unknown agents by doing a Web sear h on the unidenti ed User Agent. Type 3
and Type 4 agents ontain names that would suggest they are likely to be robots and
browsers, respe tively. Some examples of these agents are shown in Table 4. In our
experiments, we assign sessions with Type 4 agents as browsers (Class = 0), while
those with Type 3 agents as robots (Class = 1).
There are other heuristi s we an use to supplement the above labeling s heme. For
example, if all the requests are made using the HEAD method, then the session is most
12

Table 3: Summary of attributes derived from server sessions. The attributes are used for lass
labeling (denoted as Classify) or onstru ting the feature ve tor representation (Feature).
Id
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Attribute
Name
totalPages
% Image
% Binary Do
% Binary Exe
robots.txt
% HTML
% As ii
% Zip
% Multimedia
% Other
totalT ime
avgT ime
stdevT ime
N ight
Repeated
E rror

GET
POST
HEAD
OTHER
width
depth
length

referrer = \-"
M ultiI P
M ultiAgent

Remark

Purpose

Total number of pages requested.
% of image pages (.gif/.jpg) requested.
% of binary do uments (.ps/.pdf) requested.
% binary program les (. gi/.exe/. lass) requested.
binary; indi ates whether robots.txt le is requested
% of HTML pages requested.
% of As ii les (.txt/. /.java) requested.
% of ompressed les (.zip/.gz) requested.
% of multimedia les (.wav/.mpg) requested.
% of other le formats requested.
Server session length (Fig. 4).
Average time between episodes (Fig. 4).
Standard deviation of time between episodes (Fig. 4).
binary; for requests made between 12am and 7am (lo al time).
Reo uren e rate of le requests.
% of requests with status  400.
% of requests made with GET method.
% of requests made with POST method.
% of page requests made with HEAD method.
% of requests made with other methods.
width of the traversal (in the URL spa e).
depth of the traversal (in the URL spa e).
Session length (total no of episodes).
% of requests with unassigned referrer
binary; indi ates whether session ontains multiple IP
binary; indi ates whether session ontains multiple agents

Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Classify
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Classify
Feature
Feature
Feature
Ignore
Classify
Feature
Feature
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Table 4: Examples of di erent User Agent types.
User Agent
Ar hitextSpider
Mozilla/4.0 ( ompatible; Mus atFerret/2.0; http://www.webtop. om/)
Mozilla/4.0 ( ompatible; MSIE 4.01; Windows NT)
Mozilla/4.0 ( ompatible; MSIE 5.0; AOL 6.0; Windows 98; DigExt)
Mozilla/4.0 ( ompatible; MSIE 5.0; Windows 98) Opera 5.01 [en℄
Lynx/2.8.3rel.1 libwww-FM/2.14 SSL-MM/1.4.1 OpenSSL/0.9.6
www4mail/2.4 libwww-FM/2.14 (Unix; I)
unknown/1.0
ontype
Windows-Media-Player/7.00.00.1956

Agent Type
Type 1
Type 1
Type 2
Type 2
Type 2
Type 2
Type 3
Type 3
Type 4
Type 4

likely reated by a link he ker robot. Another heuristi ould be based on the referrer
eld of the session. If a Web lient does not assign a referrer value to any of its requests,
then there is a strong possibility that the Web lient is a robot, as long as the number
of requests is large. If number of requests is small, the session is more likely reated by
a Web user. This is be ause a Web browser does not have a referrer value when a user
submits a URI from the address window or li ks on a bookmark entry (these are known as
user-input li ks). For long sessions, the likelihood that a Web browser generates only userinput li ks are minimal. By sele ting an appropriate threshold on the minimum number
of requests, one an potentially identify new robot sessions.
A summary of the session labeling algorithm is shown in Table 5. First, the algorithm
would nd all types of User Agents that appear in a given session. Sessions that ontain
only a single agent type will be identi ed as robots if their User Agents are of Type 1 or
3, and non-robots otherwise (line 6). A labeling s heme that favors non-robots is used to
handle sessions with more than one agent type (lines 10 to 12). There are two reasons for
using su h a labeling s heme. Firstly, it was observed that the majority of the multi-agent
type sessions ontain either ombinations of Type 2 and Type 3 agents, or Type 3 and Type
4 agents. These sessions are due to users who invoke a helper appli ation while browsing
the Web as illustrated in the following example:6
155.239.194.112 - - [01/Jan/2001:14:38:37 -0600℄ "GET /~mein/blender/plugins/
HTTP/1.1" 200 1562 "http://www.rash.f2s. om/links.htm"
"Mozilla/4.0 ( ompatible; MSIE 5.0; Windows 98)"
6 Go!Zilla

is a download manager that allows a user to re over from any failed downloads.
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Table 5: Session Labeling Algorithm.
Labeling Algorithm (H : array of sessions, t: length threshold) f
1. for ea h session s 2 H do
2.
if s ontains a request for robots.txt then s:C lass = 1
3.
Let Agents = getUserAgent(s)
4.
Let AgentT ypes = getAgentTypes(Agents)
5.
if s:M ultiAgent = 1 then
6.
if T ype1 2 AgentT ypes or T ype3 2 AgentT ypes
7.
then s:C lass = 1
8.
else s:C lass = 0
9. else
10.
if (T ype2 2 AgentT ypes or T ype4 2 AgentT ypes)
11.
then s:C lass = 0
12.
else s:C lass = 1
13. if C lass(s) = 0 and s:length > t then
14.
if s.HEAD = 100% or s.(referrer="-") = 100%
15.
then s:C lass = 1
16. end;

155.239.194.112 - - [01/Jan/2001:14:43:34 -0600℄ "GET /~mein/blender/plugins/plugins.zip
HTTP/1.1" 206 626775 "http://www-users. s.umn.edu/~mein/blender/plugins/"
"Go!Zilla 3.5 (www.gozilla. om)"

Se ondly, there are a few multi-agent type sessions with ombinations of Type 1 and
Type 2 agents. These sessions ontain a browser-like Type 2 agent as well as a robotlike Type 1 agent su h as \Java1.1"7 . Further analysis revealed that su h sessions are
reated by Web browsers a essing HTML pages ontaining Java applets. This explains
the rationale for hoosing a labeling s heme that favors non-robots. Finally, for sessions
that are still lassi ed as non-robots, we use the HEAD and referrer tests to verify the
orre tness of their lass labels (line 14).

3.4 Classi ation
On e the set of relevant features have been identi ed, lassi ation models are built using
the well-known C4.5 de ision tree algorithm [21℄. There are two main lassi ation obje tives we would like to a hieve : (1) to nd a good predi tive model for dete ting Web
7 This

User Agent is often asso iated with the various Java-based agents rawling our Web site. This is
why it is initially ategorized as a Type 1 agent.
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Table 6: Summary of Data set.
G1 : ontains samples with Type 1 (known Robot) and Type 2 (known Browser) User Agents.
G2 : ontains samples with Type 3 (possible Robot) and Type 4 (possible Browser) User Agents
Experiment
E0
E1

Des ription
Both training and test data sets ontain only G1 samples.
Both training and test data sets ontain G1 and G2 samples.

robots based upon their a ess patterns, and (2) to determine the minimum number of
episodes (HTML requests) needed to produ e reasonably a urate models.
The overall data set is partitioned into two groups:
1. G1 ( lean data), whi h ontains all samples of Type 1 and Type 2 User Agents; and
2. G2 (noisy data), whi h ontains all samples of Type 3 and Type 4 User Agents.
Our lassi ation models an be built using samples from G1 (E0), or mixture of G1 and
G2 (E1). A summary of the properties of the di erent data sets is given in Table 6.
There are various metri s we an use to evaluate the lassi er performan e. A ura y
is a reasonable metri , as long as the data set remains evenly distributed (between robots
and non-robots). Otherwise, we need to ompensate the imbalan ed lass distribution via
strati ation, or use other meta-learning te hniques su h as bagging and boosting. In the
area of information retrieval, re all and pre ision are two popular metri s used to evaluate
binary lassi ers :
no of robot sessions found orre tly
total no of a tual robot sessions
no of robot sessions found orre tly
=
total no of predi ted robot sessions

(1)

re all; r =
pre ision; p

:

(2)

A lassi er that assigns the value 1 to every session will have perfe t re all but poor
pre ision. In pra ti e, the two metri s are often summarized into a single value, alled the
F1 -measure [26℄ :
F1

=

2rp
(r + p)

:

(3)

This value is maximized when r and p are lose to ea h other. Otherwise, the value of
F1 -measure is dominated by the smaller of r and p [29℄.
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3.5 Identifying Mislabeled Sessions
Despite our on erted e ort, some robot sessions are still wrongly labeled. These are mostly
robots that have the same User Agent eld as Web browsers. In this se tion, we present
an ensemble te hnique for identifying the mislabeled sessions. Basi ally, this te hnique
assigns a s ore to ea h sample, predi ting the likelihood of the sample being mislabeled.
The te hnique uses the C4.5 lassi ation models built from all the attributes des ribed
in Table 3. This may in lude attributes that are used to determine the lass label of the
session (robots.txt, HEAD request, et ). Sin e C4.5 uses a pessimisti pruning strategy
to avoid over tting, the leaf nodes of the de ision tree it produ es ontain a probability
distribution for ea h lass. We denote these probabilities as P (0jX; m) and P (1jX; m),
where P (ijX; m) is the probability that a sample X belongs to lass i a ording to lassi er
Cm .
Suppose there are k lassi ers, C1 ; C2 ;    ; Ck , built from the training samples. Let
t(X ) be the true
lass of sample X a ording to our labeling heuristi s, while (X; m)
is the predi ted lass label assigned by lassi er Cm . Furthermore, let A(m) denotes the
a ura y of lassi er Cm .
Using the above de nitions, for ea h sample X and lassi er Cm , we de ne a false
positive F P (X jCm) or false negative F N (X jCm ) s ore a ording to the following formulas:
(

8
<0
j )=:
( )j ( (
8
<0
( )=
: ( )j ( (

F P X Cm

A m

P

FN X

A m

P

)jX; m)

X; m

)jX; m)

X; m

if t(X ) = (X; m);

( ( )jX; mj if t(X ) 6= (X; m) and t(X ) = 0:

(4)

P t X

if t(X ) = (X; m);

( ( )jX; m)j if t(X ) 6= (X; m) and t(X ) = 1:

(5)

P t X

positive or false negative s ore of a sample,
PThe overall( false
j ) and ( ) = P
( j ). High

, is given by F P (X ) =
F P X Cm
FN X
F N X Cm
F P (X ) s ores indi ate that
m=1
m=1
these sessions are urrently assigned as non-robots, but the lassi ation models suggest
that they are very likely to be robots. By examining the log entries for these sessions,
one an verify whether the sessions are indeed non-robots or are mislabeled by the session
labeling heuristi s. Later, we will show that many of the high FP-s ore sessions are indeed
mislabeled sessions due to amou aging robots.
Sessions with high FN-s ore are most likely due to oine browsers and Type 3 robots.
As shown in Figure 3, the hara teristi s of an oine browser may resemble that of human
users. This explains why they are often mistakenly identi ed as non-robots. Type 3 robots
are mostly utilities that are used to download les from the Web. Sessions due to these
robots are often very short, thus making it diÆ ult for our lassi ers to distinguish them
from other non-robot a esses.
k

k
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4 Experimental Evaluation
4.1 Experimental Data Set
Our experiments were performed on the University of Minnesota Computer S ien e department server logs olle ted from January 1st to January 31st, 2001. We have onsolidated
the logs from the two main Computer S ien e department servers, http://www. s.umn.edu
(main server) and http://www-users. s.umn.edu. Log entries that orrespond to redire tion requests from the main server to the other are also removed to eliminate dupli ate
entries. The onsolidated Web logs ontain a total of 1,639,119 entries. After preproessing, 180,602 sessions are reated; with di erent proportions of agent types as shown
in Table 7. Class labels are assigned to every session a ording to the session labeling
heuristi des ribed in Se tion 3.3 (with threshold t = 100).
Ea h session is then onverted into a feature ve tor representation and broken up into
several episodes (i.e. HTML requests). A data set is reated for ea h episode in the
following way. The data set for one episode is generated from all the sessions be ause ea h
session has at least one episode8 . Sessions with more than one episode will be trun ated
by omputing their feature values up to the rst HTML request. For dataset with two
episodes, we ignore all single episode sessions, and onsider only those sessions with at
least two episodes. Again, sessions with more than two episodes are trun ated. This
pro edure is repeated up to sessions of length 7 (i.e. sessions having at least 7 episodes) as
shown in Table 7.
The training and test sets are reated by randomly sampling into ea h data set. In order
to a ount for the unequal sizes of robot and non-robot sessions, we stratify the training
and test samples su h that both robots and non-robot sessions have equal representation.
Strati ation an be done by oversampling (E0 and E1) or undersampling (E3 and E4)
the overall population. For instan e, suppose the original data set ontains 200 robot and
2000 non-robot sessions. We rst divide both the robot and non-robot sessions equally
between the training and test sets. As a result, both the training and test sets ontain
100 robots and 1000 non-robots. For strati ation by oversampling, ea h robot session
is dupli ated 10 times to ensure that both lasses are equally represented during model
building. In pra ti e, the ratio of non-robot sessions to robot sessions an be quite large.
Repli ating the robot sessions by a fa tor larger than 10 slows down the performan e of the
C4.5 algorithm onsiderably. We de ided to sample the non-robot sessions in the training
and test data sets su h that the number of non-robot sessions is at most 10 times larger
8 It

was previously stated that sessions that do not ontain any request for HTML pages are assumed
to have one episode ( ; ) asso iated with its last log entry.
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Table 7: Number of sessions with di erent agent types for various session lengths.
Session length
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

# Type 1
8487
3171
2115
1678
1458
1127
937

# Type 2
165354
49311
30189
21367
15560
12057
9732

# Type 3
2795
549
246
158
99
74
59

# Type 4
3966
1234
827
658
539
439
393

Total Sessions
180602
54265
33377
23861
17656
13697
11121

than the number of unique robot sessions. For strati ation by undersampling, we sample
100 out of 1000 non-robots in both training and test sets. In addition to strati ation, we
have also experimented with the full unstrati ed data set for E1. The unstrati ed data
set will be denoted as E2. A summary of the size of ea h data set, E0, E1, E2, E3 and E4
is given in Table 8. The C4.5 algorithm is then used to build the lassi ation models for
ea h data set. Finally, the random sampling and model building pro edure is repeated 10
times for all ve data sets.

4.2 Correlation Analysis
Figure 5 shows the orrelation 9 between ea h attribute with the lass label. The bar graph
is plotted for various session lengths (i.e. number of episodes in a session): The following
observations an be made from the results of Figure 5:
1. As expe ted, the attributes used for reating lass labels (i.e. attributes 5, 19 and 24)
have very strong positive orrelation with robot sessions, even though the majority
of the robot sessions are identi ed by their agent types rather than by the values
of these attributes. This on rms the validity of our session labeling heuristi s.
Nevertheless, the orrelation oeÆ ient for ea h of these attributes are less than 1.
This suggests that using any of these attributes alone are insuÆ ient to determine
Web robot sessions. More importantly, the values of these attributes an be easily
manipulated by robot designers.
2. After one request, the best predi tors for robots, beside the attributes used for lass
labeling, are % image (attribute 2) and % GET request (attribute 17). These at9 Note

that linear orrelation may not be the best measure of attribute dependen e when non-linear
dependen ies exist in the data.
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Table 8: Size of training and test sets for various experiments. E0 and E1 are data sets reated

using strati ation by oversampling the population. E2 is the unstrati ed data set. E3 and E4
are samples from the same population as E1 and E2 respe tively, ex ept they are reated using
strati ation by undersampling the population.
Session length
(# Requests)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Data
Set
E0
E1
E2
E3
E4
E0
E1
E2
E3
E4
E0
E1
E2
E3
E4
E0
E1
E2
E3
E4
E0
E1
E2
E3
E4
E0
E1
E2
E3
E4
E0
E1
E2
E3
E4

# Unique
Robots
8487
11282
11282
8487
11282
3171
3720
3720
3171
3720
2115
2361
2361
2115
2361
1678
1836
1836
1678
1836
1458
1557
1557
1458
1557
1127
1201
1201
1127
1201
937
996
996
937
996

# Unique
Non-Robots
165354
169320
169320
165354
169320
49311
50545
50545
49311
50545
30189
31016
31016
30189
31016
21367
22025
22025
21367
22025
15560
16099
16099
15560
16099
12057
12496
12496
12057
12496
9732
10125
10125
9732
10125
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# Train
Robots
42430
56410
5641
4243
5641
15850
18600
1860
1585
1860
10570
11800
1180
1057
1180
8390
9180
918
839
918
7290
7780
778
729
778
5630
6000
600
563
600
4680
4980
498
468
498

# Train
Non-Robots
42430
56410
56410
4243
5641
15850
18600
18600
1585
1860
10570
11800
11800
1057
1180
8390
9180
9180
839
918
7290
7780
7780
729
778
5630
6000
6000
563
600
4680
4980
4980
468
498

# Test
Robots
42440
56410
5641
4244
5641
15860
18600
1860
1586
1860
10580
11810
1181
1058
1181
8390
9180
918
839
918
7290
7790
779
729
779
5640
6010
601
564
601
4690
4980
498
469
498

# Test
Non-Robots
42440
56410
56410
4244
5641
15860
18600
18600
1586
1860
10580
11810
11810
1058
1181
8390
9180
9180
839
918
7290
7790
7790
729
779
5640
6010
6010
564
601
4690
4980
4980
469
498
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Figure 5: Correlation between a ess attributes and the Robot lass label for various session
lengths. The x-axis orresponds to the attribute Ids given in Table 3.

tributes have strong anti- orrelation with robot sessions, agreeing with our intuition
that most robots tend to ignore image les and use other HTTP request methods
to retrieve the les (su h as the HEAD request method). Another HTTP request
method alled POST (attribute 18) has very small negative orrelation be ause it
is used mostly by browsers to send HTML forms. Attributes 8 (% Zip) and 9 (%
Multimedia) are positively orrelated due to sessions with Type 3 agents (whi h are
mostly downloading robots). Attributes su h as avgT ime, stdevT ime, width and
depth do not play a signi
ant role be ause their values are either all zeros or all
ones.
3. After two requests, the avgT ime, width and depth attributes be ome more signi ant.
The Repeated attribute also emerges as another predi tor for robot sessions. This
is be ause with a single request, the Repeated ag is always zero. The width is
positively orrelated with robot sessions, whereas the depth attribute is negatively
orrelated. This on rms our previous laim that many of the robots, espe ially the
sear h engine ones, use a breadth- rst sear h strategy and unassigned referrer elds
to retrieve do uments from a Web site. Also, noti e that the MultiIP attribute is
positively orrelated, due to robots that parallelize their retrieval pro ess.
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4. After three requests, the stdevT ime attribute be omes non-zero. A somewhat surprising fa t is that this attribute is positively orrelated with robot sessions, indi ating
that robots seem to have more irregular interval between requests ompare to human
users. We veri ed this by omparing the average standard deviations for various User
Agents as shown in Figure 6.
5. The N ight attribute has a positive orrelation with the robot session. Figure 7
illustrates the hourly traÆ at our Web server, after ltering out the anomalous
Linbot session of gure 1. Noti e that the number of page requests due to Web
robots are almost uniformly distributed throughout the day, while the number of
page requests due to non-robot sessions peaked at normal business hours10 . Thus,
it is surprising that the N ight attribute is positively orrelated with robot sessions.
Upon loser examination, we found that this is be ause most of the robot sessions have
long session interval, spanning into the 12am to 7am time window, whi h was used
to determine the N ight attribute. Out of the 10845 robot sessions, 3127 (28.8%) of
them are night rawlers, ompare to 30661 (18.1%) out of 169757 non-robot sessions
that have N ight = 1.

4.3 Classi er Performan e
Figure 8 illustrates the overall lassi ation a ura ies for various models indu ed from
our data sets. Our results show that after four requests, we an attain an overall a ura y
lose to 90%. Also, the pre ision and re all results in Figure 9 onsistently rea h above 82
% and 95% respe tively, after more than three requests. The addition of noisy data (for
E1 and E4) does not degrade the lassi er pre ision a ura y by mu h. The re all however
will de rease by as large as 5%. The small di eren e between the E0 and E1 (along with
E3 and E4) urves for large session lengths an be explained by the relatively few number
of Type 3 and Type 4 agents (see Table 7). Our results for E2 indi ate that the a ura y
measure an be misleading espe ially when there is an uneven distribution of robot and
non-robot sessions. The re all and pre ision for E2 are extremely poor ompare to those
for E0 and E1 (E3 and E4). The di erent strati ation strategies (oversampling versus
undersampling) also seems to a e t the pre ision-re all urve. Undersampling seems to aid
re all at the expense of higher pre ision, in omparison to oversampling. However, more
experiments are needed to on rm this phenomena.
There is a dramati improvement in all three performan e measures when the number of
10 The

observed traÆ pattern is very similar to the e- ommer e traÆ observed by Rosenstein in [23℄.
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Figure 6: Comparison of average avgT ime and stdevT ime for various User Agents.
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Figure 7: Summary of Hourly Web traÆ at the University of Minnesota Computer S ien e
department Web server.
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request in reases from one to two. This is due to the fa t that attributes su h as avgT ime,
width, depth and Repeated have di erent values for di erent sessions after more than one
request is made.
The de ision trees produ ed by the C4.5 algorithm an be used to generate lassi ation
rules, by using an auxiliary program alled C4.5rules. Table 9 presents some of the highon den e rules for the robot lasses generated for ea h session length. Most of the rules
seem to agree intuitively with our initial orrelation analysis. For sessions of length 1, the
rules that hara terize the robot sessions are rather spurious, and tend to ontain many
attributes in their ante edent. This is be ause many of the good predi tors (su h as time
attributes, width and depth attributes) are insigni ant when the session length is 1. This
explains the low re all of the results. Table 9 show one su h spurious rule whi h states
that a robot is a lient that retrieves more than 4 les at night, out of whi h 1 of them
is an HTML le, while the rest ould be image, binary exe utable, as ii or other type of
do ument les. Classi ers built with sessions of length 1 are often hara terized by the
absen e of requests for image les and the presen e of binary exe utable, as ii or zipped
les.
For sessions of length 2, the avgT ime, width and depth attributes help to improve the
a ura y of predi ting non-robot sessions. In the example rule given in Table 9, robots
are lassi ed by sessions that a ess the server at night, with average request time between 32 and 737 se onds, having low traversal depth and retrieves very few image and
binary exe utable les. For longer sessions, noti e the importan e of the width attribute
in hara terizing robot sessions ompare to non-robot sessions.

4.4 Finding Mislabeled Data
In this se tion, we analyze the samples that are often mis lassi ed by the lassi ation
models generated from the C4.5 algorithm. The mis lassi ation ould be due to ina ura y
of the lassi ers or in orre t lass labels of the samples. We believe that su h analysis an
reveal useful information about some of the previously unknown Web robots.
The te hnique des ribed in Se tion 3.5 is used to nd sessions that are lassi ed wrongly
by most of the lassi ers. The olle tion of lassi ers used to determine the false positive
and false negative s ores ould be based on all (or a subset of) the lassi ers built in the
previous se tion. However, one drawba k of doing this approa h is that di erent samples
may appear in di erent number of lassi ers (e.g. a session of length 7 will be lassi ed
by many more lassi ers ompare to those of length 1). One way to get around this
problem is by taking a weighted sum of false positive and false negative s ores, i.e. by
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Figure 8: A ura ies of lassi ation models using di erent session lengths.
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Figure 9: Re all and Pre ision of lassi ation models using di erent session lengths.
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Table 9: Some of the high- on den e de ision rules produ ed by the di erent lassi ation
models.

Session
length
1

2
3
4

Indu ed rules [Con den e℄
= 1, totalP ages > 3, % Image  0.0026, % Binary Exe  0.9285,
% HTML  0.0526, % As ii  0.9, M ultiAgent = 0, % Other  0.0312
! lass 1 [97:1%℄
avgT ime  737, N ight = 1, % Image  0:2592, % Binary Exe  0:3636,
avgT ime > 32, depth  1, multiI P = 1
! lass 1 [98:2%℄
% Binary Do  0.0096, % Binary Exe  0, totalT ime > 1861, E rror > 0:1,
width > 2
! lass 1 [99:6%℄
totalP ages > 4, % Image  0.1, % HTML > 0.6666,
width > 2, M ultiAgent = 1, GE T > 0:9473
! lass 1 [98:5%℄
N ight = 1, width  1, height > 1
! lass 0 [99:7%℄
N ight

dividing ea h F P (X ) and F N (X ) s ore with the number of lassi ers used to lassify
the sample. However, we found that this approa h is rather unsatisfa tory be ause most
of the samples with high F P (X ) and F P (Y ) s ores are the ones that are mis lassi ed
only on e or twi e. An alternative approa h is to build k lassi ers using the overall data
set, where ea h sample is represented by the features of a session at its maximum session
length. In addition, attributes that are used to determine the lass labels are also in luded
in the lassi ation task. This is a reasonable approa h onsidering our goal here is to
nd samples that are most likely being mislabeled, rather than to build a urate predi tive
models.
Figure 10 showed some of the sessions having the highest false positive s ores (i.e.
sessions predi ted to be a robot by lassi er but labeled as a non-robot).
1. The rst session ontains a User Agent that looks similar to a Nets ape Navigator
browser. However, the session seems to over a signi ant portion of the Web site11
without fo using on any spe i topi , whi h is why it is highly likely that the session
in fa t belongs to a Web robot. Upon resolving the hostname of the session, our
suspi ion be omes even greater sin e NEC Resear h, whi h owns the domain address,
are known to have a S ienti Bibliography Sear h Engine. Thus, the session is very
likely reated by a sear h engine robot.
2. The se ond session also looks suspi ious, despite having a User Agent de lared as
11 We

have only showed ve of the requested pages.
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Mi rosoft Internet Explorer. It is highly unlikely that a human user will be able to
a ess all the four separate HTML pages within the same timeframe. Unfortunately,
we were unable to resolve their IP Address to on rm the origin of the lient.
3. The third example is espe ially interesting sin e almost all of the pages retrieved
during the session are resumes. Our lassi ers were able to dete t the large width of
the traversal to infer that the session belongs to a Web robot. This observation is
on rmed after resolving the IP address of the session (i.e. hire. om).
4. The fourth example is another session we believe is reated by a resume hunter robot
sin e all the retrieved les are resumes. It is interesting to note that the domain name
of the lient belongs to a broadband Internet Servi e Provider. Thus, traditional
te hniques of nding robots based on the User Agent and IP Address elds will not
work in this example.
Note that these four sessions also have high false positive s ores when we apply the te hnique on lassi ers built without using the lass labeling attributes (i.e. robots.txt, %
HEAD and referrer = \-").
The false negative sessions ontain mostly robots that behave almost similar to human
users (e.g. oine browsers) and robots with extremely short session lengths. Figure 11
showed some of the robots that are being mislabeled as non-robots. Note that SilentSurf
(the fourth session) was initially thought to be a Type 3 robot. However, the lassi ers
identi ed it to be a non-robot. Upon further examination, we dis overed that SilentSurf is
in fa t an anonymizer Web site whi h hanges the User Agent of a browser into a robot-like
value. Thus, it should be labeled as a non-robot session.

5 Con lusion
Our results show that highly a urate robot lassi ers an be built using features based
upon the a ess patterns of Web lients. These features are easily derived from Web server
logs. Unlike attributes su h as robots.txt, HEAD request methods and unassigned referrers,
these features are harder to amou age sin e they depend on the navigational goals of the
lient. Some of the most dis riminating features used to predi t robot sessions in lude
the % of image les requested, width and depth of the traversal, % GET request methods
and average time between request. Our experimental results suggest that Web robots an
be dete ted using these features with reasonably high a ura y after 4 episodes. We have
also shown that lassi ers built using this te hnique an e e tively identify amou aging
robots that have similar a ess patterns as other well-known robots.
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IP Address/Hostname Time

Requested Page

User Agent

kablam.nj.nec.com

14:47:23 /~jcui

kablam.nj.nec.com

14:48:32 /~hsieh/misc/misc.html

Mozilla/4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

kablam.nj.nec.com

14:49:06 /Research/dmc/html/abstracts.html

Mozilla/4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

kablam.nj.nec.com

14:49:15 /~kencham/./abstracts/VCR-Ops.html

Mozilla/4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

kablam.nj.nec.com

15:14:03 /~gini/motion.html

kablam.nj.nec.com

15:36:13 /~wijesek/research/qosMetrics.html

64.3.57.99

5:06:42 /employment

64.3.57.99

5:06:43 /grad-info

64.3.57.99

5:06:43 /reg-info/csMinor.html

Microsoft Internet Explorer/4.40.426 (Windows 95)
Microsoft Internet Explorer/4.40.426 (Windows 95)

Mozilla/4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

Mozilla/4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Mozilla/4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Microsoft Internet Explorer/4.40.426 (Windows 95)
Microsoft Internet Explorer/4.40.426 (Windows 95)

64.3.57.99

5:06:43 /industry.html

tpa1.hire.com

13:59:42 ~hngo/vnsa/may27-jul24/msg01844.html

Mozilla/4.75 [en] (X11; U; Linux 2.2.16-3 i686)

tpa1.hire.com

14:01:20 /~ssparikh/resume/shwetal_resume.html

Mozilla/4.75 [en] (X11; U; Linux 2.2.16-3 i686)

tpa1.hire.com

14:12:27 /~whalen/resume.html

Mozilla/4.75 [en] (X11; U; Linux 2.2.16-3 i686)

tpa1.hire.com

4:31:38 /~steinmet/pages/steinmetzresume.html

rfx-64-6-194-38.users.reflexcom.com

14:51:00 /~myers/resume.html

rfx-64-6-194-38.users.reflexcom.com

14:58:25 /~tjiang/resume.html

Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.01; Windows 98; DigExt)

rfx-64-6-194-38.users.reflexcom.com

15:03:45 /~littau/resume.html

Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.01; Windows 98; DigExt)

rfx-64-6-194-38.users.reflexcom.com

15:11:17 /~tnnguyen/resume

Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.01; Windows 98; DigExt)

Mozilla/4.75 [en] (X11; U; Linux 2.2.16-3 i686)
Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.01; Windows 98; DigExt)

Figure 10: Sessions identi ed as having large false positive s ores.

IP Address/Hostname Time

Requested Page

User Agent

ns.mof.go.jp

18:42:16 /~subraman/cgi-bin/art.cgi

-

ns.mof.go.jp

18:48:13 /~subraman/cgi-bin/art.cgi

-

ns.mof.go.jp

18:48:20 /~subraman/arts/main.html

-

ns.mof.go.jp

18:48:20 /~subraman/arts

-

cip123.studcs.uni-sb.de

7:06:13 /~mobasher/webminer/survey/survey.html

Java1.1.8

cip123.studcs.uni-sb.de

7:20:51 /~mobasher/webminer/survey/survey.html

Java1.1.8

cip123.studcs.uni-sb.de

7:28:20 /~mobasher/webminer/survey/survey.html

Java1.1.8

212.160.138.34

8:16:31 /~hougen

Offline Explorer/1.3

212.160.138.34

8:21:05 /departmental

Offline Explorer/1.3

212.160.138.34

8:21:06 /Research/airvl

Offline Explorer/1.3

63.87.244.21

4:45:02 /~ssparikh

SilentSurf/1.1x [en] (X11; I; $MyVersion)

63.87.244.21

4:45:05 /~ssparikh/images/headsil.jpg

SilentSurf/1.1x [en] (X11; I; $MyVersion)

63.87.244.21

4:45:06 /~ssparikh/images/back/ivy.gif

SilentSurf/1.1x [en] (X11; I; $MyVersion)

Figure 11: Sessions identi ed as having large false negative s ores.
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However, our te hnique may fail for robots that behave in a manner similar to human
users. For example, we observe that most of our false negatives are due to oine browsers
and other download utility programs that have very similar hara teristi s with human
users. Further investigation is needed to study the e e t of other types of navigational
patterns not aptured by our data.
Our models an be made mu h more a urate by re ning the features used for building
the lassi ers. For instan e, we an in orporate other metri s as de ned by W3C Web
Chara terization Metri s [15℄ into the feature ve tor onstru tion. Our urrent model an
also be improved by in orporating Web ontent and stru ture information. Our te hniques
ould also be improved by using more reliable session tra king te hniques su h as ookies
and embedded session Ids.
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A Session Identi ation Heuristi
One of the main hallenges of mining Web data from server logs is to transform the li kstream data into server sesions. Without the bene ts of lient-side tra king, ookies or
embedded session Ids, it is extremely diÆ ult to reliably prepro ess the Web server logs
into server sessions. A standard way of doing this is to group together log entries that
have the same IP Address and User Agent elds [20, 5℄. However, the drawba k of this
approa h is that requests with the same IP Address and User Agent may have ome from
more than one a tive session. Cooley [4℄ proposed a potential solution to this problem by
using the referrer eld to distinguish sessions that share a ommon IP Address and User
Agent.
In this work, we have extended the session identi ation heuristi suggested in [4℄ to
handle the situation in whi h a session may ontain multiple IP addresses and User agents.
This is of great importan e to our work be ause we have noted that Web robots an
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multiplex several IP addresses together in order to parallelize their retrieval operations.
Both Web robots and browsers an also use more than one User Agent in the same session.
There are several notable di eren es between the session identi ation heuristi of [4℄
and our proposed work:
1. We do not have to sort the log entries a ording to their User Agent and IP Address
ombination. This allows sessions to ontain log entries from multiple IP addresses
or User Agents.
2. In order to mat h a log entry lj to its orresponding session, we partition the list
of a tive sessions H into 4 andidate groups: andidateSet[1℄, andidateSet[2℄, andidateSet[3℄ and andidateSet[4℄. The rst group ontains sessions that have the
same IP Address and User Agent as lj 12 . They are the ones that lj will most likely
belong to. andidateSet[2℄ ontains sessions that share a ommon domain name as
lj (e.g. requests from rawler1.googlebot. om and rawler2.googlebot. om have the
same domain name, google. om) and have the same User Agent. We use a reverse
DNS lookup program to resolve the hostname of ea h Web lient. A suÆx of the
hostname is used to represent the domain name of the lient. The third group, andidateSet[3℄, ontains sessions that have the same User Agent and share a ommon
pre x IP address as lj . This step is needed be ause not all hostnames an be resolved by our DNS server. Some hostnames are not resolved due to server timeout,
non-existent host/domain errors, et . The fourth group, andidateSet[4℄, ontains
sessions that have the same IP Address but not the same User Agent eld13 as lj .
They are the last set of andidate sessions that will be mat hed against lj .
Table 10 summarizes the key steps of our algorithm. For ea h log entry lj , we use the
getCandidates fun tion to generate the four sets of andidate sessions that will most likely
ontain lj . Next, the BestCandidate fun tion will sele t the most likely session among the
sets of andidate sessions. In the BestCandidate fun tion, sessions in andidateSet[1℄ are
ompared rst, sin e they are the ones that have the most similar hara teristi s to lj . If no
similar sessions are found, then andidateSet[2℄ is ompared, followed by andidateSet[3℄
and nally, andidateSet[4℄. A log entry is said to be similar to an a tive session if its
referrer eld is the same as one of the requested or referred pages in the a tive session and
the time interval between the last request of the a tive session and lj is not too large. This
similarity measure is analogous to the Distan e fun tion of [4℄. However, unlike [4℄, the
12 This

is the only andidate set used in [4℄.
mentioned in Se tion 2, some browsers use a di erent User Agent eld, su h as ontype, when
retrieving non-HTML les
13 As
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referrer eld is mat hed against both the request eld and referrer eld of a tive sessions,
depending on whether the referred page is an internal or external Web page.
One potential pitfall of our session identi ation heuristi is that it ould group together
sessions that a tually belong to di erent users. For example, di erent sessions oming from
the same domain (e.g. lnx02. s.umn.edu and lnx03. s.umn.edu) ould be grouped together
even though they are reated by di erent users. This seems to be the ase for many
sessions that originate from our own university. This is be ause for any given 30 minute
time window (whi h is our session timeout interval, T ), there is a large number of requests
that ome from the domain umn.edu. The likelihood that the referrer eld of any one
of the requests being the requested or referred page of another requests (from the same
domain) is extremely high; thus ausing the di erent requests to be grouped together in
the same session (even though they may be part of di erent sessions). This problem is not
as riti al for other domains.
The problem an be resolved by restri ting the andidateSet[2℄ group to ontain sessions
with domains other than umn.edu (and several other known non-sharing ISPs). We veri ed
this step by inspe ting the domains of all the remaining sessions that ontain multiple
hostnames.
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Table 10: Modi ed Session Identi ation Heuristi .
type logEntry f
ip : string,
time : se onds,
agent : string,
status : string

g

: URI
ref errer : URI
method : string
proto ol : string

request

type session f
ount : integer
list : array of logEntry

g

1. Let H denotes the set of a tive sessions.
2. Let L denotes a time-ordered log entries.
3. Let T denote the session timeout.
4. for ea h lj 2 L do
5.
for ea h sj 2 H do
6.
if (sj :list[sj : ount℄:time lj :time > T ) then
7.
lose session sj
8.
end;
9.
andidateSet = getCandidates(H , lj )
10. if ( andidateSet is NULL)
11.
reate new session s0
12.
add lj to s0 and in rement s0 : ount.
13.
add s0 to H .
14. else
15.
assign = bestCandidate( andidateSet, lj )
16.
if (assign is NULL)
17.
reate new session s0
18.
add lj to s0 and in rement s0 : ount.
19.
add s0 to H .
20.
else
21.
add lj to assign
22.
in rement assign. ount
23. end;
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Table 11: getCandidate and bestCandidate fun tions.
fun tion getCandidate(H : set of session, lj : logEntry)
1. Let andidateSet[℄[℄ be a two-dimensional array of sessions
2. for ea h sj 2 H do
3.
if ( ontainsAgent(sj , lj :agent)) then
4.
if ( ontainsIP(sj , lj :ip) then
5.
add sj to andidateSet[1℄
6.
else if (sameDomain(sj , lj :ip)) then
7.
add sj to andidateSet[2℄
8.
else if (sameAddressClass(sj , lj :ip)) then
9.
add sj to andidateSet[3℄
10. else
11.
if ( ontainsIP(sj , lj :ip)) then
12.
add sj to andidateSet[4℄
13. end;
fun tion bestCandidate(C : two dimensional array of sessions, lj : logEntry)
1. assign = NULL
2. if (lj :ref errer is a lo al page) then
3.
for i=1 to 4 do
4.
assign = nd sk 2 C [i℄ su h that (lj :time sk :list[sk : ount℄:time)
is minimum and lj :ref errer 2 requestSet(sk )
5,
if assign is not NULL then return assign
6.
end;
7. else = if lj .referrer is an external page or unassigned =
8.
for i=1 to 4 do
9.
assign = nd sk 2 C [i℄ su h that (lj :time sk :list[sk : ount℄:time)
is minimum and lj :ref errer 2 referrerSet(sk )
10
if assign is not NULL then return assign
11. end;
12. return NULL
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